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Maybe it’s better to start with where we were
supposed to be 16 years ago, according to 1960’s sci-fi

Dave : Open the pod
bay doors, HAL.

HAL: I’m sorry Dave. I’m
afraid I can’t do that.

Clearly unrealistic! Hal understood:
(1) the meaning of the words
(2) grounded their meaning in a physical environment
(3) understood the situation and intent of the speaker
Now consider the “perfect” personal assistant on your smartphone
stopping you from sending that ANGRY email to your boss.

Realistic?
NLP research is about pushing the limits of realistic applications

NLP in Practice
• Personal assistants that interact in natural language
– Simple voice activation turned
into complex language analysis
– Several recent high profile applications
– Interaction is often humorous and enjoyable

Purdue in the News

NLP in Practice
• Information Extraction
– Parse unstructured text into
structured information
– Now a standard part of most
email services

Hi Dan,
I just wanted to let you know that we
scheduled the meeting for Monday
9:30, at the Lawson Commons. It will
take two hours.

Event: Meeting
Date: Monday, Sep 15
Start: 9:30am
End: 11:30
Location: Lawson Commons

NLP in Practice
• Sentiment Analysis
– Meaningful interpretation
of product reviews
– Identify the product
aspects users care about
– Deception detection

I just bought company-A
newest laptop. The display is
awesome, the speakers are
not that great. I’m happy with
the performance, but I think
they charge too much for it!

Display: Positive
Speakers: Negative
Performance: Positive
Price: Negative

NLP can be Very Challenging!
Dude, I just watched this horror
flick! Selling points: nightmares
scenes, torture scenes, terrible
monsters that was so bad a##!

Don’t buy the popcorn it was
terrible, the monsters selling it
must have wanted to torture me,
it was so bad it gave me
nightmares!

NLP can be Very Challenging!
Summarization: Capture the essence
of a long text
Richard Kiel, actor who played
Bond villain “Jaws” dies at 74

Summarization is still an open problem
Representative of difficult problems in NLP:
• Word-level decisions VS high level tasks
that require deeper understanding

The Meaning of Meaning
NLP is about extracting structured information from unstructured data
extracting meaning from text
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The Meaning of Meaning
Semantic Parsing
Sentiment Analysis
Text Categorization

Relation Extraction
Semantic Role Labeling

Named Entity
Recognition

The food was
Theonly
president
OK,[John
[Barak
A0] [gave Pr] [the
density(argmax(x,city(x)∧
quite disappointing.
Obama PERSON],
spoke
apple
A1]
to [Mary A2] loc(x, IN), population(x, y)))
Allows
interaction with machines. E.g., NL Db access
[NEGATIVE]
at direct
the house..
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More than Words
Natural language is inherently ambiguous
“Teachers strike idle kids ”
I just watched this horror flick!
.. nightmares ..torture ..,
terrible ..monsters
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More than Words
• Natural language is inherently ambiguous
Teacher strikes idle kids
[Teacher] [strikes] [idle kids]
[Teacher strikes] [idle kids]

Hospital sued by 7 foot doctors
Hospital sued by [7 foot] doctors
Hospital sued by 7 [foot doctors]

Local High School Dropouts Cut in Half

Reading Comprehension
John stopped at the donut store on his
way home from work. He thought a
coffee was good every few hours. But it
turned out to be too expensive there.
Let’s answer some questions..

Adapted from J.Eisner

Reading Comprehension
John stopped at the donut store on his
way home from work. He thought a
coffee was good every few hours. But it
turned out to be too expensive there.
Did John get :
(a)Something to eat?
(b) Spare tire
Adapted from J.Eisner

Reading Comprehension
John stopped at the donut store on his
way home from work. He thought a
coffee was good every few hours. But it
turned out to be too expensive there.
Is the store:
(a) Is it run by donuts
(b) A shopping center for donuts
(c) Made of donuts
(d) Sells donuts
Adapted from J.Eisner

Reading Comprehension
John stopped at the donut store on his
way home from work. He thought a
coffee was good every few hours. But it
turned out to be too expensive there.
(a)Is the coffee good every few hours?
• Which coffee?
(b) Did he think about it every few hours?
Similarly: “In America a woman has a baby every 15 minutes. Our job is
to find that woman and stop her.”
Adapted from J.Eisner

Reading Comprehension
John stopped at the donut store on his
way home from work. He thought a
coffee was good every few hours. But it
turned out to be too expensive there.
What is too expensive?
In this example,
resolving ambiguity requires a global view!
Adapted from J.Eisner

Dealing with Ambiguity
• Machine learning is an effective tool for resolving ambiguities
– Build statistical prediction models based on annotated data

Predict!
Collect data

Annotate data

Learn

• Not a magical solution: learning can be
difficult (e.g., twitter posts do not look like WSJ or
NYT articles)

• Annotating data for high level
tasks is difficult!
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Classification
• Classification: mapping data into categories
– Determine if an English sentence is grammatical
– Positive or negative sentiment? Mentions Purdue?

• Can’t we just write code?
• Provide labeled examples and let a classifier
distinguish between the two classes
Training
data

Learning
Algorithm

Classification
Function

Classification 101
Weight vector (W)

Input object (x)

Features: “movie”
“was” “awesome”

Features: “movie”
“was” “terrible”

• Input Representation: feature functions φ (x)
– E.g. Bag-of-words, N-grams features

• Prediction :

,

• Learning: given training data {(x1, y1 ),..., (xn , yn )}

Machine Learning for NLP
• Text Categorization, Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment
Analysis

The movie was awesome!

Text
The trend in Wall Street …
categorization

– What are the features?

positive/ Negative?
Sports/ Finance ?

Deep Learning for NLP
• Consider these two examples –
– “The movie was not good, bad!”
– “The movie was not bad, good!”

• What is the problem here?
• How would you fix it?

Deep Learning for NLP
• The issue:
– linear classifiers over BoW features might not be
expressive enough

• The solution:
– Learn non-linear classifier
– Don’t use BoW features

• Deep learning addresses these two issues directly

Deep Learning for NLP
• Learn a non-linear classifier

Deep Learning for NLP
• Don’t use BoW features
– Deep learning has popularized the use of
distributed representations in NLP
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Machine Learning for NLP
• Text Categorization, Sentiment Analysis
• Named Entity Recognition (LOC,PER, ORG)
Barak Obama visited Mount Sinai Hospital in New York.
Person

Organization

Can you predict NER?

Location
What are
good
features
for NER?

Machine Learning for NLP
• Text Categorization, Sentiment Analysis
• Named Entity Recognition
• Grounding and Semantic Parsing (relations)
Barak Obama visited Mount Sinai Hospital in New York.
Person

Organization

Location

How many
classifiers do
we need to
train for this
task?

• Supervision bottleneck
– Difficult to collect data for such diverse tasks

Semantic Role Labeling
Also known as – “Who did what to whom, when, where, why,…”
I left my pearls to my daughter in my will .
[I]A0 left [my pearls]A1 [to my daughter]A2 [in my will]AM-LOC .
n
n
n
n

A0
A1
A2
AM-LOC

Leaver
Things left
Benefactor
Location

Basic Approach: Local Classifiers make predictions (A0,A1,..) over words
Are these decisions related?“If A2 is present, A1 must also be present.”
How to express the constraints on the decisions? How to
“enforce” them?
Slide taken from Dan Roth SRL slides

Semantic Role Labeling
Also known as – “Who did what to whom, when, where, why,…”

• Typical pipeline of decisions:

– Identify Argument candidates
• Train binary classifier
[I] [left] [my pearls] [to] [[my] [daughter]] [in] [my will]

– Classify Argument candidates
• Train multiclass classifier – Arg0, Arg1,..

– Global Inference
• Find global optimal subset of decisions (=candidates)
• Use the scoring function defined by the classifier
• Enforce linguistics constrains to ensure “legal” output

Global Inference

Key issues:
• How can you translate domain knowledge into constraints
• How can you learn to make predictions with constraints
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Slide taken from Dan Roth SRL slides

Structured Prediction
• Natural Language Decisions are Structured
– Global decisions in which several local decisions play a role
but there are mutual dependencies on their outcome.

• Essential to make coherent decisions
– Consider decision interdependencies
– Joint (or Global) Inference.

§ Most interesting NLP problems require predicting
multiple interdependent variables.
§ Not just “standard” classification
§ These are typically called Structured Output Problems –
and will be the focus of this class.
Slide taken from Dan Roth SRL slides

A little bit about language..
Traditionally Computational Linguistics studies
language at different levels of analysis
• Morphology
– How words are constructed

• Syntax
– Structural relation between words

• Semantics
– The meaning of words and of combinations fo words

• Pragmatics.
– How a sentence is used? What’s its purpose

• Discourse (distinguished of subfield of Pragmatics)
– Relationships between sentences; global context.

Morphology
• Morphology:
• How words are constructed; prefixes & Suffixes
• The simple cases are:
kick, kicks, kicked, kicking
• But other cases may be
sit, sits, sat, sitting
• Not as simple as adding /deleting certain endings:
gorge, gorgeous
good, goods
arm, army
• This might be very different in other languages...

Syntax
• Syntax: Structural relationship between words.
• The main issues here are structural ambiguities, as in:
I saw the Grand Canyon flying to New York.
• or
Time flies like an arrow.
• The sentence can be interpreted as a
– Metaphor: time passes quickly, but also
– Declaratively: Insects have an affinity for arrows
– Imperative: measure the time of the insects.

• Key issue: syntax is not enough for representing meaning.
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Semantics
• Semantics: The meaning of words and of
combinations of words. Some key issue here:
• Lexical ambiguities:
I walked to the bank {of the river / to get money}.
The bug in the room {was planted by spies/ flew
out}.

• Compositionality: The meaning of
phrases/sentences as a function of the meaning of
words in them
John kicked the bucket after drinking poison
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Pragmatics/Discourse
• Pragmatics: How a sentence is used; its purpose.
• E.g.: Rules of conversation:

– Can you tell me what time it is
– Could I have the salt

• Discourse: Relations between sentences; global context.
• An important example here is the problem of co-reference:
When Chris was three years old, his father wrote
a poem about him.

Question: which level of analysis?
Dude, I just watched this horror
flick! Selling points: nightmares
scenes, torture scenes, terrible
monsters that was so bad a##!

Don’t buy the popcorn it was
terrible, the monsters selling it
must have wanted to torture me,
it was so bad it gave me
nightmares!

About this class
• This is an advanced research class
– You should play an active part!
– Use this class to advance your research interests

• Expectations
–
–
–
–
–

Attend lectures and actively participate
Complete assignments (3 programming assignments)
Present and critique papers
Final project
Final exam

Goals
At the end of this class you should:
– Understand NLP research papers
– Understand structured prediction papers
– Define and implement learning models for NLP
tasks using ML methods
– Conduct your own research and publish papers

Topics
• Brief NLP and Computational linguistics overview
– “100 things you wanted to know” Tutorial will be online. Read it!

• Statistical NLP basics
– Language models, Binary and Multiclass classification
– Useful things you can do with classification: sentiment analysis,..
– Home assignment: text classification

• Sequence Labeling problems
– HMM, CRF, Structured Perceptron and structured SVM
– Useful things you can do with sequence labeling: NER, POS,..
– Home assignment: sequence labeling

Topics
• Complex structured prediction problem

– Inference: dynamic programming, ILP, approximate inference
– Useful things: parsing, semantic interpretation, dialog analysis

• Using less supervision

– Different training regimes, constrained driven learning, indirect
supervision, learning with latent variables
– Useful things: up to you!
– Assignments: project proposals

• Advanced topics

– Up to you: can be advanced applications, cool directions in ML
– Useful things: technical aspects of your projects.
– Assignment: project presentations and submissions

Other guidelines
• Working in groups

– Encouraged, both for home assignments, final projects and paper
presentations.
• Groups should have 2-3 members

– You can collaborate freely. NO CHEATING

• Late policy: 24 hours total for entire semester
– Start Early!

• Drop by during office hours to discuss your papers and projects!
– Mandatory if you are presenting

• Course website:
https://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/dgoldwas/Teaching/ml4nlp_fall2017/
– Sign up for the Piazza page for this class!

Part 1 : ML methods
• Introduction to ML4NLP
• Classification

– NLP Side: sentiment classification, text categorization, ..
– ML side: generative/discriminative classification, large margin
classifiers, multiclass classification, Neural nets

• Sequences

– NLP Side: POS tagging, chunking, NER, ..
– ML Side: generative/discriminative tagging, large-margin
extensions to sequences

• General formulation for structured prediction

– NLP side: Information extraction, Semantic Role Labeling
– ML Side: Training strategies (joint, independent, hybrid)

Part 2 : NLP Applications
• Syntax
– Constituency Parsing
– Dependency parsing

• Semantics
– Lexical semantics
– Sentence level
– Grounded/logical semantics

• Discourse
– Co-reference resolution
– Discourse parsing

Part 3: Advanced ML/NLP
• Pretty open-ended but likely to include:
– Representation learning
• Traditional language models, neural language models,
sentence embedding and beyond.

– Deep learning methods in NLP
• Neural nets, recurrent nets, recursive nets, CNN
• Deep Structured Prediction

– Reinforcement Learning

Grading
• Final Exam: 35%
• Homework assignments: 30%
– Three programming assignments

• Paper presentation: 15%
– Once in the semester

• Final project: 20%
– Two deadlines: (1) proposal (2) submission+presentation

Assignments
• You will have to implement three assignments.
• Key idea: master the tools and algorithms used in NLP
• These will cover – Machine learning warm up
– Deep learning implementation
– Advanced structured prediction

Paper Presentation + Review
• You will have to Present and Review a paper
– Different papers!
• Basic idea: how can you go beyond the “vanilla” algorithms,
deal with new problems and come up with new solutions.
• Paper Presentations
– Short presentation, 10-15 minutes.
• Papers will appear on the website, choose!

– Motivate, provide context, explain the technical approach and evaluation

• Paper Review
– Short review, 1 page
• Same list of papers, SUBMISSION BEFORE THE PAPER IS PRESENTED.

– Summarize the paper, identify strong/weak points

Final Project
• You will have to submit a final project
– Includes a project proposal, implementation and report.
• Basic idea: demonstrate your ability to come up with
interesting solutions to new problems.
– Find a topic your care about!

• Language is everywhere, you can be creative!
• You can also work on an existing problem, if you have a new
approach to try
• Be ambitious. Be reasonable.
– What not to do: reduce to BoW classifier.

Final Project
• Proposal:
• Define the problem
– Related work
– Basic intuitions and preliminary model
– Datasets and experimental settings
– No more than 5 pages!

• Submission + Presentation:
– Short presentations in class
– Short report describing your findings

Final Project Ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spelling correction
Automatic essay grading
Question answering system
Language grounding (Combining vision and NLP)
Legal text analysis
Text generation (from events to headlines)
Conversation analysis (who is winning a debate?)
Metaphor and non-literal language

Questions?

